The Catalog’s search function
(This always searches the entire publications catalog)
You can search by
- Keyword
- Publication title
- Publication number

To quickly locate publications for Home Use
- Locate the heading Browse catalog by subject; click Gardening
  - On the new page, locate Choose a “Gardening” subcategory at the right
  - Click on the desired subcategory (Results are sorted by publication number)
- Or type the search phrase in the text box (at the arrow, above), then hit the Enter key
- Or type the search phrase in the text box (at the arrow, above), then click “GO”

Options when you locate a publication

a. (view it now) = Opens a publication for viewing and printing
   Note: Some publications are only available online

b. (learn more) = Contains a summary of the publication’s contents

c. (add to cart) = Allows for purchase of a printed publication to be mailed

d. print version = Allows the user to print the publication without a fee
   Note: Some publications are only available online

*** CAUTION ***

Metro MGs don’t use or recommend
Using Home Remedies to Control Garden Pests (EC 1586)